Fully automated colon segmentation for the computation of complete colon centerline in virtual colonoscopy.
Virtual colonoscopy detects polyps by navigating along a colon centerline. Complete colon segmentation based on computed tomography (CT) data is a prerequisite to the computation of complete colon centerline. There are two main problems impeding complete segmentation: overdistention/underdistention of colon and the use of oral contrast agents. Overdistention produces loops in the segmented colon, while underdistention may cause the segmented colon collapse into a series of disconnected segments. Use of oral contrast agents, which have high attenuation on CT, may add redundant structures (bones and small bowels) to the segmented colon. A fully automated colon segmentation method is proposed in this paper to address the two problems. We tested the proposed method in 170 cases, including 37 "moderate" and 133 "challenging" cases. Computer-generated centerlines were compared with human-generated centerlines (plotted by three radiologists). The proposed method achieved a 90.56% correct coverage rate with respect to the human-generated centerlines. We also compared the proposed method with two existing colon segmentation methods: Uitert's method and Nappi's method. The results of these two methods were 75.16% and 72.59% correct coverage rates, respectively. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed method could yield more complete colon centerlines than the existing methods.